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Software
Oil fan burner simulation

9.1

 Explain design and function of
an oil fan burner at the virtual
model

 Compile the interdependences
on C02, 02, soot number and
exhaust gas losses during air
and/or load adjustment

 Task formulation with the follo-
wing evaluation of the burner
adjustment by the program

 Printing of a burner adjustment
protocol for passing to the stu-
dents

Important attributes:

Program description:
The simulation program oil fan burner allows the execution of commissioning and adjustment trainings directly
at the PC and obtains the basic principles during the load adjustment and their optimization concerning the
emission values and the efficiency.
For the tests the program makes a modern oil fan burner available (with pre-heating of oil and air flap), at which
the air volume and the oil pressure can be adjusted as required. Covering a wider load range, additionally 5
different nozzles can be used.
For the metrological determination of the emission values an exhaust measuring device (C02, 02, exhaust gas
temperature, soot number, etc.) is present and for the oil throughput a oil volumeter.
The oil pressure adjustment takes place with a pressure gauge, which will be displayed, if you ´turn´ the oil
pressure adjusting screw of the pump.
To the clarification of the control sequence at the burner starting procedure, a time/function display can be pla-
ced on the screen.
The program can be used also for the default of adjustable boiler loads and their following evaluation.
The selected settings can be printed as protocol.

Order number:
0000 4240 School license

Operating system:
Windows 98 and later versions

Main screen with all available displays

Task formulation by the program, e.g.
default of adjustable boiler loads

Evaluation of the burner adjustment, i.e.
check of the emission values and/or.

exhaust gas losses


